Conditions for Admission to the Master’s Degree Study Programs in English at the Faculty of Architecture CTU in Prague

English version of part C) of the document Conditions for Admission at the FA CTU in Prague

Master’s study program Architecture and Urbanism in English, Master’s study program Landscape Architecture in English, Master’s study program Design in English

Admission procedure conditions

The admission procedure is one-round. The Commission, appointed by the Dean of FA CTU for the study program Architecture and Urbanism, the study program Landscape Architecture and the study program Design, will assess the applicants’ portfolios and decide on the proposal for acceptance to the Dean. After checking the progress and the results of the admission procedure, the Dean of the Faculty of Architecture confirms the final list of the candidates who have met the conditions of the admission procedure.

Portfolio evaluation

Portfolio of A4 format up to 30 pages will contain documentation of all school design projects (studios and projects with their supervisor name), possibly other projects of architectural, urban or landscape nature, prepared by the applicant individually or as a member of a team (in this case the specification of the applicant’s share of work on the project is necessary, confirmed by the project co-authors). The portfolio must contain the applicant’s declaration of authorship of the submitted projects.

Portfolios are rated in two categories 100 and 10 points. Candidates who score 100 points will be proposed for admission. Candidates who receive 10 points will not be proposed for admission.

In Prague June 15, 2020
prof. Ing. arch. Ladislav Lábus, Hon. FAIA v. r.
Dean of the Faculty of Architecture
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